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Abstract: In this paper, three Hybrid Virtual Force Algorithms (HVFA) are proposed to improve the performance of
coverage rate, connectivity and energy-efficient moving for dynamic deployment in Wireless Sensor Networks
(WSNs). Potential-field-based virtual force algorithm (PF-VFA) can improve the coverage area by distributed mobile
deployment. However, the network connectivity performance is degraded due the unevenly node density in WSNs.
Therefore, in this paper, a local-density based VFA (LD-VFA) is proposed to improve the network connectivity.
Moreover, to further compromise the coverage rate and network connectivity, the sector-density based PF-VFA
(PFSD-VFA) is proposed to provide the global density balance. The energy-efficiency of the energy consumption for
mobile nodes is considered as one performance metric for sensor dynamic deployment in WSNs. Therefore, a
performance combining coverage rate, connectivity, and total moving distance are investigated for the HVFA schemes.
Simulation results show that the combing local-density and sector-density VFA (LDSD-VFA) outperform the other
VFA schemes.

Keywords: Hybrid virtual force algorithms, coverage rate, network connectivity, local-node-density, sector-nodedensity, energy-efficiency
approach and presented it by contour graph with specific
coverage value [6].
Many methods have been developed on the sensors
placement and then to improve the coverage rate, such as
force field based methods and virtual force algorithms
(VFA) [5]. In terms of potential-field-based VFA (PFVFA) strategy, it models the mobile sensor nodes as the
electrons or molecules. The nodes are moved toward or
away each other by their virtual forces or potential fields.
Then, the VFA can gradually redeploy the position of
sensors nodes according to the related nodes density by
the virtual repulsive or attractive forces.
In WSN, the higher local node density the higher
connectivity. The uniform network topology can prolong
the expected system lifetime [7-8]. Thus, the node
density affair can be considered to combine the potentialfield-based VFA to improve the performance [9-13]. In
our works, we propose a local-node-density controlled
VFA (LD-VFA) and potential-field-based sector-nodedensity controlled VFA (PFSD-VFA) to perform
effective node deployment.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section
2 describes about probabilistic sensor detection model

1 Introduction
Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) has been proposed
for many applications in which the sensors nodes are
capable of sensing, computation, and communication [1].
In WSN, sensors deployment builds the network
topology. The topology of WSN will decide the
performance of networks. Although most of the current
WSNs consist of static sensor nodes, there are many
applications where mobile nodes are involved [2].
Moreover, due the varying environment and the
vulnerable of sensor nodes, the stationary deployment
would suffer performance degradation in a long period.
Therefore, the dynamic deployment with mobile nodes
can adaptively optimized the network topology for
WSNs [2-4].
Sensing detection is the main work for WSNs. Binary
and probabilistic sensor detection model are two general
schemas for sensing activity [5]. Probabilistic sensor
detection model is a realistic selection [5].
Integrating multiple nodes deployment, the mainly
focuses is how to deploy the sensors reasonably to
guarantee a highly-effective on coverage for a Range of
Interest (ROI). Coverage area is calculated by grid
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and coverage rate. Section 3 discusses k-connectivity
performance issues for WSNs. The proposed Hybrid
Virtual Force Algorithms (HVFA) are illustrated in
Section 4. The perform simulation parameters and
simulation results are described in Section 5. Section 6
provides some conclusions.

0
,
d ( S i , P ) ≥ rs + re

 −λ1α1β1 / α 2 β2 + λ2
C P ( S i ) = e
, rs + re > d ( S i , P ) ≥ rs − re , (1)

1
,
d ( S i , P) < rs − re

where d(Si,P) is the Euclidean distance between Si and P,
λ1, β1, and β2 are parameters measuring detection
probability, α1=re−rs+d(Si,P) and α2=re+rs−d(Si,P). The
disturbing effect λ2 is omitted in this article. Figure 2
shows contour graph of single sensor node with sensing
coverage probability CP(Si) . From Fig. 2, the contours of
CP =1, 0.7 and 0.4 are depicted.

2 Sensing Detection Model and Coverage
2.1 Probabilistic Sensing Detection Model
Sensing detection is a vanguard and essential working
in WNS. There are several types of sensing detection
model in prior studies, such as binary (disk) and
probabilistic sensor detection model [14]. The binary
detection model is simple and can facilitate the analysis
on network performance. However, it is based on
unrealistic assumption of perfect coverage.
To establish a more accurate detection model,
probabilistic sensing detection model was proposed using
environment actually state [2]. Figure 1 shows the
sensing field of an omnidirectional sensor node Si.
Assume that Si has sensing radius rs. Then re (re<rs) is an
uncertainty measure in sensing range. All scope is
divided into un-sensing range, uncertain sensing range,
and certain sensing range three parts.

Fig. 2. Contour graph of single sensor node with sensing
coverage probability CP(S1)

2.2 Coverage rate
At first, considering two sensors Si and Sj in ROI, the
probability for detecting a target at point P, CP(Si, Sj) can
be expressed as [2]
CP(Si, Sj)=1-(1− CP(Si))(1 –CP(Sj).
(2)
When the number of nodes is higher than two, we can
define a set of sensors by

S set ⊆ S = {S1 , S 2 ,..., S N } .

(3)

The sensing coverage probability can be obtained by

C P (S set ) = 1 − ∏ s ∈S (1 − C P ( S i ))

Fig. 1. The sensing field of senor node Si with sensing
coverage probability CP(Si)
When a point P is located in a sensing field of sensor
node Si, the sensing coverage probability CP(Si) is
denoted as the detection probability of sensor Si on point
P as shown in Fig. 1. However, in a probabilistic sensing
detection model, there is a jump transition of detection
probability. An improved probability model ensuring a
continuous probability CP(Si) is given as [12][15]
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The sensing coverage area estimation is the core
working for sensor deployment. By applying grid-based
approach, the sensing coverage area (CA) in ROI can be
express as

CA = ∑ p =1 Ap ,
GP

(5)

where GP is the number of grid points in sensing field,
and
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algorithm by the given coverage threshold θ as shown in
Fig. 5.

(6)

where θ is the coverage probability threshold, 0≤θ≤1.
Coverage rate is defined by the ratio of the coverage
areas to the area of interest by

CR =

CA
,
AROI

(7)

where AROI is the area of range of interest. Figure 3
shows the contour graph of two sensors deployed at (-5,0)
and (5,0), respectively. From Fig. 3, it is seen that the
contour is with coverage threshold θ=0.9. With GP=1×1,
from (5) the coverage area can be calculated by CA=108.
Then from (7) the coverage rate is obtained by
CR=0.3375.
Fig. 4. Contour graph of 4 sensors exist a coverage hole.
To be simplified, an approximated distance threshold
dth is used to decide the distance between the sensors to
obtain the higher coverage area in WSN. Figure 5 shows
the optimal dth =1.9×rs by greedy algorithm for two
sensor nodes. For multiple nodes and full-coverage
sensing field, the distance threshold d th = 3 ⋅ rs is
adopted in this paper [5].
15

10

Fig. 3. Contour graph of two sensor nodes

5
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2.3 Coverage Maximization
The optimal nodes deployment can maximize the
coverage rate. From Fig. 3, It can be seen that when the
distance between two deployed nodes increases to a
optimal value, the CA can be maximized [16]. Moreover,
when multiple nodes are deployed with unsuitable
position, the coverage rate is decreased. Figure 4 shows a
specific case that four nodes are located at (-5, 5), (-5, -5),
(5, 5), and (5, -5). With θ=0.9, GP=1×1, the coverage
area can be calculated by CA=315 from (5). Then from
(6) the coverage rate is obtained by CR= =0.35, with
AROI=900. In Fig. 4, there exists a coverage hole in
contour graph. Thus, there exist the monitored faults in
non-full-coverage sensing field [16].
In the maximization of coverage area, the optimal
distance between two nodes can be decide by greedy
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Fig. 5. The dth optimization for two nodes deployment.

3 k-Connectivity Network
3.1 Neighbor-Based Topologic Control
Neighbor-based topologic control is one of important
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methods for distributed deployment in WSNs which rely
on nodes’ ability to determine the number and identity of
neighbors within the maximum transmitting range [17].
Liu and Li try to make the number of neighbors of each
node beyond a threshold [17]. When the actual number
of neighbors is higher than the threshold, the
transmitting range is increased, until the number of
neighbors reaches the desired value. However, the
higher transmitting range will consume more energy foe
the nodes with less neighbors.

where Nni is the number of neighbors of ith node.
Moreover, a connectivity uniformity of Uc can be
expressed by

Uc =

Network connectivity is one of important performance
metrics. Sensor networks need to remain enough
connection and improve information collection of
sensor nodes.
In a k-connectivity (k ≥ 1) wireless communication
networks, there are at least k disjoint connection for each
sensor node Si.
Let S be a set of all sensors in ROI. The set of
neighbor nodes of the ith node in AOI can be defined by
Sni={Sj ∈ S, | dij ≤ rc, j≠i}, where dij is Euclidean distance
between Si and Sj. The number of neighbor nodes of Si is
denoted as Nni, which is defined as local-density of Si.
Therefore, the k-connectivity means that there are at
least k neighbor nodes for each node.
The OGDC [18] was proposed to derive the necessary
and sufficient condition under a desired coverage and
connectivity performance. The communication range rc
is decided by at least twice of the sensing range rs, by rc
≥ 2rs.
Moreover, Santi [19] proposed a critical
communication range rcc in a dense network. Under the
hypothesis that nodes are uniformly distributed in [0,1]2
space, the rcc for connectivity with high probability is
obtained by
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Fig. 6. rcc vs. sensor number connectivity with high
probability

4 Hybrid Virtual Force Algorithm
Three HVFA schemes are proposed to compare with
PF-VFA. The proposed schemes include LD-VFA,
PFSD-VFA and LDSD-VFA to investigate the
deployment optimization based on the nodes density
information.

(8)

,

(10)

rcc=10, N=70

4.1 Potential- Field Based Virtual Force
Zou [5] combined the potential-field based algorithm
and the disc coverage theory by abstracting the sensor
node to be a particle in the potential field, where the
repulsive forces exits between each pair of the nodes.
The total resultant force exerted on sensor node ni is
denoted as Fi by

N

∑ N ni

,

i =1,

CI =

It is only sufficient condition but not necessary. The
characteristic curve of (8) is shown in Fig. 6 with the
area of ROI AROI=60×60. From Fig. 6, it is shown that
with N=70, rcc≈10 can obtain connectivity with high
probability.
The performance of network connectivity can
derived from average neighbor node density (ANND)
which is the average number of neighbor nodes,
expressed by
ANND =

N

∑ (nni − µ ) 2

where µ is the average node density of networks. The Uc
is also the standard deviation of node local densities with
expected local density. The ANND is an index of
network connectivity. However, to be generalized, a
performance of connectivity index (CI) of networks is
defined by

3.2 Network Connectivity

rcc = log N / N .

1
N

(9)

i =1
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Fi = ∑j=1, j≠ j FijP ,
k

The uniform distribution of nodes is a main prospect
for high coverage rate. Therefore, the number of
neighbors of nodes can be counted as the node localdensity. Then we combine the node local-density to VFA,
the repulsive effect can be enhanced when node localdensity is higher than expected density µ in (11). Thus,
the local-density virtual force FiD can be obtained by

(12)

where FijP is the force exerted by nj, expressed by

wr ( d th − d ij ) ⋅ α ji , d ij < d th
FijP = 
, d ij ≥ d th ,
0

(13)

where wr represents the virtual repulsive force
coefficients, αij is the angle between node Si and node Sj,
αji = −αij. An exponential factor is applied to smooth the
function curve by

α ij = e − λ α

1 1

β1

/ α2

Fi D = ∑ j =1, j ≠ i FijD ,
N

where FijD is the force exerted on node Si by node Sj
with LD-VFA, in which is obtained by combining the
local-density and VFA as

β2

,

(14)

 N ni
× FijP , N ni ≥ µ

F = µ
,
 FijP , N ni < µ


where λ1, α1, α2, β1 and β2 are parameters measuring
detection probability. Then, the characteristic curve of
FijP vs. dij with dth =10.can be shown in Fig. 7. In this
paper, only surround neighbor nodes is considered with
ignoring other interested and obstacles region.

D
ij

k

q

(17)

where FijP is the force exerted on node Si by node Sj with
PF-VFA. Figure 8 shows an example of the FijD of localdensity virtual force.
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7
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Fig. 8. Local density virtual force FijD

Fig. 7. Characteristic curve of Fij vs. dij with dth =10.

4.3 Sector-Node-Density VFA

4.2 Local-Density Based VFA
The VFA can move the near sensor node to increase
the distance and make the uniformly topology. The
virtual force only depend the distance between the nodes.
However, when the nodes deployed with a dense area,
the repulsive force should be higher to move the nodes
faster than that of a sparse area. Therefore, we
combining the local-density and VFA scheme to
effectively move the uneven nodes.
An expected density is defined by

µ=

2
c

Nπ ⋅ r
.
AROI

The effective virtual force of LD-VFA is dominated
by local area surrounding the forced node. However, the
node density variety in global area can be consider to
enhance the virtual force in global view. Thus, in this
paper, the area of ROI is divided to 4 sectors. Each
sector can be given a sector node-density (SND).
Then the hybrid virtual force active on sensor node Si
can be express as

Fi H = Fi + Fi S

(18)

where Fi is total virtual force of PF-VFA,
Fi S = f ( SNDx ) is the sector-density virtual force. Figure
9 shows a four-sector architecture of AOI. From Fig. 9,

(15)

where N is the number of sensor nodes in ROI.
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it is easy to know that the density of each sector would
be different. Then the virtual force in different sector
should be different to balance the moving speed for AOI.
SND1

SND2

locations simultaneously in a period time τ. Let (Xτ,i, Yτ,i)
be the location of node Si at the τ-th round. We can
express the moving distance dτ,i of node Si after the τ-th
round as
dτ , i = ( X τ , i − X τ −1, i ) 2 + (Yτ , i − Yτ −1, i ) 2 .

2

(19)

Total moving distances (TMD) means all nodes moving
sum after virtual force effective, which is defined as
w

N

TMD = ∑∑ dτ ,i ,

(20)

τ =1 i =1

SND3

where N is node total numbers. w is the time periode
when system stable. Because the node moving needs
power consumption, TMD is related with energy
consumption. Therefore, to investigate the energy
efficiency for dynamic deploments for WSNs, an index
of moving power consumption (MPCI) can be obtained
in terms of TMD by

SND4

3

4

Fig. 9. Four sectors ROI for LDSD-VFA scheme.

4.4 Summary of Hybrid Virtual Force Algorithm
The simulation on the HVFAs can be described as the
procedures in one round as shown in Fig. 10.

MPCI = 1 −

Begin
System initialized
Sensor node deploy randomly {S1, S2, ---, SN}
Parameter setting { rs, rc, re, dth, , N, µ}
Sector node density estimate {SND1, SND2, …,
SNDz}.
For i=1 to N
Find all neighbors for sensor node Si
Nni=k
Potential- Field Virtual Force computing

SPI = CR 2 + CI 2 + MPCI 2 .

N ni

(22)

5 Simulation and Results
The parameters for simulation environments are listed
in Table 1. Initially, we randomly deploy 50 nodes in
sensing field. The PF-VFA is performed to investigate
the virtual impulsive force.
Figure 11 shows the nodes’ locations with randomly
deployment. From Fig. 11, it is eazily seen that there are
some dense area and some soarse area. After three
ronnds deployment by PF-VFA, the location distribution
of nodes is shown in Fig. 12. From Fig, 12, it is
observed that the loacation distribution of nodes is more
uniform than that initial deployment in Fig. 11.
To further investigate the relation between CR and N,
the results of coverage rate with PF-VFA is performed
for the number of nodes N=50-100 as shown in Fig. 13.
From Fig. 13, it is seen that at N=50, the CR=0.75.
When the total number of nodes N increases from 50 to
100, coverage rate increases from 0.75 to 0.995.

Local-Density Virtual Force computing
Fi = ∑ j =1, j ≠ i F

D
ij

Sector-Node-Density Virtual Force computing
FiS =f(SNDi)
Total Virtual Force computing
Fi H = Fi + Fi S
End For
All sensor nodes moving to a new location
simultaneously after a period time
Performances evaluation
End
Fig. 10. Procedures for Hybrid Virtual Force Algorithms

4.5 Energy Efficiency for Dynamic Deployment
In a deployment round, all mobile sensor nodes
execute virtual force procedures and move to new
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(21)

where TMDmax, maximum and transfer TMD as a moving
power consumption index.
Moreover, to compromize the performance of
coverage rate, connetivity and moving energy-efficiency,
a synthesizing peformance index, SPI, is defined as

Fi = ∑ j =1, j ≠ i FijP
N ni

TMD
,
TMDMax
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Table 1. Simulation parameters
coverage rate vs. node number

Parameters

1

Values

mode 1

2

Total number of nodes, N

50-100

0.9

Transmission range, rc

10 (m)

Sensing range, rs

5 (m)

Sensing threshold, dth

9 (m)

Sensing field, AROI

CR
coverage
rate

60×60 (m )

0.95

0.85

0.8

Sensing coverage threshold, θ
Performance index

0.75
50

0.9

60

70

80

90

100

node number

N

Fig. 13. The relation of coverage rate v.s. the number of
nodes for PF-VFA scheme.

CA, CR, CI,
TMD, MPCI, SPI

Figure 14 shows average neighbor node density for
various VFAs. From Fig. 14, it is observed that the
ANND becomes lowest at the third round in PF-VFA.
That is because that in the dense area of PF-VFA, the
total virtual force are higher to move nodes to spread out
to the sparse area. However, the LDSD-VFA can
balance both the local and global virtual force to
gradually move the nodes and has the highest average
neighbor node density than other schems.

Non-uniformity
distribution

Fig. 11. The location distribution of nodes at initially
deployments.

Uniformity
distribution

Fig. 14. The comparisons of average number of neighbor
nodes in each rounds for HVFAs.
To investigate the energy efficiency, in each round
the TMD of HVFAs are compared in Fig. 15. From Fig.
15, it is observed that the TMD of PF-VFA is the largest
amon the HVFAs. In the LD-VFA, the node movement
is the slowest among the HVFAs.

Fig. 12. The location distribution of nodes after VFA
operation.
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TMD

of the PF-VFA is the best, the CI of the PF-VFA is the
worst than other HVFAs. Morever, the TMD
performance of the proposed LD-VFA is superier to the
others. Therefore, from Fig. 17, it is seen that both LDVFA, and LDSD-VFA schemes outperform the others of
PF-VFA, and PFSD-VFA in SPI.

Fig. 15. The comparisons of TMD at each rounds for
HVFAs.
The performance comparisons for HVFAs are shown
in Table 2 with N=100 and the third round. The HVFAs
includes PF-VFA, LD-VFA, SD-VFA and LDSD-VFA
schemes. From Table 2, it is shown that PF-VFA obtains
the best CA and CR. Then, in the coverage performance
the PF-VFA outperforms the other three HVAF schemes.
However, the proposed HVFAs outperforms PF-VFA in
connectivity and energy-consumption performance. The
sectorrized diversity of LDSD-VFA scheme can
effectively obtain the globel optimization for the
connectivety rate. The effective location of globelized
deployment in LDSD-VFA can largely outperform other
PF-VFA schemes on the performance of TMD. Thus,
the proposed LDSD-VFA scheme exhibits the best
performance of SPI.

Fig. 17 The performance comparions of SPI for HVFAs.

Table 2. Comparisons of HVFAs on coverage rate,
connectivity and energy consumption .
HVFA
Index
Coverage

CA

CR
Connec ANND
-tivity
CI
Energy TMD
ConsuMPCI
mption
SPI

PFVFA

LDVFA

PFSD
-VFA

LDSD
-VFA

3512.3
(m2)
0.98
7.7
0.88
739.0

3455.7
(m2)
0.96
8.3
0.95
345.9

3457.3
(m2)
0.96
8.3
0.95
659.5

3392.7
(m2)
0.94
8.8
1.01
413.4

0.26

0.65

0.34

0.59

1.340

1.499

1.390

1.503

6 Conclusion
In this paper, the HVFA schemes are proposed to
improve performance of coverage rate, connectivity, and
moving power consumption for nodes dynamic
deployment in WSNs. The local-density of AOI is
proposed to combine the VFA to largely improve the
network connectivity performance, The sector-density is
proposed to compromise the local and global
optimization for the dynamic deployments. Simulation
results show that the proposed HVFA outperforms PFVFA approach especially in energy-efficiency of
dynamic nodes moving. Furthermore, the sector
diversity of LDSD-VFA scheme can effectively obtain
the globel optimization for the connectivety rate. The
effective location of globelized deployment in LDSD-

Figures 16 and 17 show performance comparisons of
HVAFs. From Fig. 16, even though the CR performance
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Fig. 16. Performance comparison on CR, MPCI and CI
for HVFAs.
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VFA can largely outperform other PF-VFA schemes on
the performance of TMD. Thus, the proposed LDSDVFA scheme exhibits the best performance of SPI.
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